Directions from Tampa/Lakeland via Interstate 4
To The Nature Conservancy’s Disney Wilderness Preserve
2700 Scrub Jay Trail
Kissimmee, Florida 34759
(407) 935-0002

From I-4 Tampa/Lakeland Area: Take I-4 East towards Kissimmee/Orlando, and exit right at Exit 58 onto Osceola-Polk County Line Road, Route 532, East.

Follow Route 532 approx. 4 miles to South Orange Blossom Trail (Hwy17-92). Turn left at the light onto South Orange Blossom Trail (Hwy17-92), toward Poinciana/Kissimmee.

Drive east toward Kissimmee on South Orange Blossom Trail until you reach the intersection of Poinciana Boulevard. There is a traffic light at this intersection.

Turn right on Poinciana Boulevard and continue approximately 13 miles until you reach the intersection of Poinciana Blvd and Pleasant Hill Road (County Road 531).

Turn right onto Pleasant Hill Road and get in the left lane. In ½ mile, once you cross Reedy Creek (a sign in the median indicates “Disney Wilderness Preserve” is at the next left turn), get into the left turn lane and turn left at the light onto Old Pleasant Hill Road. Drive approximately ½ mile and turn left onto the Preserve’s Scrub Jay Trail (Our road). The entrance to the Preserve is marked with a large sign. Continue on scrub jay Trail for 2 miles.....the parking lot and buildings are at the end the road.

If you miss the turn onto Old Pleasant Hill Road, just stay on Pleasant Hill Road (which becomes Cypress Parkway at the curve) and continue to the traffic light at Dover Plum. Turn left at the traffic light onto Dover Plum. Proceed to the four-way stop (go straight through it). Continue to a stop sign at the end of Dover Plum and then turn right onto Old Pleasant Hill Rd. Turn left at green and white Disney Wilderness Preserve sign and follow Scrub Jay Trail for two miles to the buildings.